Name:

Living Laser

Affiliations

Buddy   d8

I Want To Be Human

4

Research Physicist

+1 PP

Show-Off

PP

Team   d10

or

8

FERALForm
MUTANT
Power Sets Photonic

Godlike Flight

d12

Intangibility

d12

Light Supremacy

d12

Laser Blast

d10

Holographic Constructs. Add d6 and step up your effect die by +1 when using Photonic Form to create lightSFX/Limits: SFX:
or hologram-related assets.
SFX: Immunity. Spend a PP to ignore stress, trauma, or complications from vacuum, hunger, thirst, or fatigue.
Limit: Not Human. Gain a PP to turn a Photonic Form into a complication because of inability to take solid form,
or because of mirrors or reflective surfaces. Activate an opportunity to recover.
Limit: Energy Form. Gain a PP and shutdown Photonic Form when stressed out by energy-draining or
light-trapping tech.

STRESS / TRAUMA

Distinctions

Solo   d6

P
4
6
8
10

SFX/Limits:

12
M
4
6

Specialties Science Master
Tech Expert

d10

Crime Expert

d8

d8

[You may convert Expert d8 to 2d6, or Master d10 to 2d8 or 3d6]

Milestones To Feel Again

8
10
12
E
4

1 XP when... you take physical stress.

6

3 XP when... your pursuit of humanity distracts you from helping others.

8

10 XP when... you find a way to become human again, or transcend beyond such matters.

10
12

1 XP when...

XP

3 XP when...
10 XP when...

MARVEL HEROIC ROLEPLAYING

ID: Living Laser
History

Abilities & Resources

Arthur Parks designed
revolutionary tech based on
optics and light amplification, but
used it for criminal gain, clashing
repeatedly with Iron Man and the
Avengers. Eventually his tech
converted him into pure sentient
light, making him even more
dangerous -- but in some ways,
easier to secure. MODOK
offered him enough money to
fund the research he needs to
become human again.

Parks has a form completely
composed of photos that he can
use to project energy beams,
create holographic images, and
travel at light speed.

Personality
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